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Sponsor’s Question:  What are strategic implications Cloud Computing for 
Modeling and Simulation (CCMS) in the Defense enterprise



Cloud Computing and Modeling & Simulation

• Models and Simulations
• Distributed / 

Constructive
• Time Managed / Real 

time
• Composability
• Pre / Runtime / Post



Framework



Benefits and Barriers

Potential Benefits
• On Demand Self Service
• Broad Network Access
• Rapid Elasticity
• Resource Pooling
• Business Model / Measured 

Service
• Exercises (heavy interactions)

Potential Barriers
• Performance 
• Architecting for Cloud
• Service Composition
• Trust/Risk/Accountability
• Security and Privacy

Lots of Promises!!!
• Cost efficiency
• Unlimited storage
• Backup and recovery
• Automatic software integration
• Easy access to information
• Quick deployment
• Easier scale of services
• Scalability
• Rapid development, deployments, and 

change management
• Agility
• Efficiency
• High reliability / availability
• Flexibility
• Better performance
• Greater mobility
• Green IT data center
• Improved security
• Improved automation, support and 

management
• …

Study Framework











Heavy Hitters - Benefits

• On Demand: Potential of “anytime, anywhere”,
on-demand simulation capabilities.

• Broad Network Access: Support the use
of handheld mobile devices.

• Resource Pooling: Outsources computing
infrastructure, reducing or eliminating the
need for organizations to offer extensive IT
services.

• Measured Service: Pay per use / new
business models

• Exercise Specific:
– Set up costs
– Ramping up time

Increased 
capability

Cheaper

Increased 
capability

Cheaper

???



Heavy Hitters – Risks/Challenges

• Cloud environments tend to be better at providing high
bandwidth communications among applications than in
providing low latency.

• M&S tends to use the underlying virtualized hardware
more extensively for prolonged periods of time. 

• Not all M&S applications will reside in the cloud. 
• Simulations need to be architected for virtualization
• Inter-cloud will require further standardization (syntactic,

semantic, and pragmatic) and standardized definitions of
functionality (to support service composition).

• Unauthorized users performing analysis of network traffic



Observations / Insights
• The biggest new thing that will be strongly, if not completely, enabled by 

the Cloud is M&S support in Battle Command (Course of Action
Analysis)

• M&S Community Myth Busters
– It is possible to leverage a cloud without employing SOA, and to leverage SOA

without employing cloud computing. Some M&S Community literature
discusses them as though they must co-exist.

– It is possible to leverage cloud without employing Virtualization. Some M&S
Community literature discusses them as though virtualization is a necessary but
not sufficient pre-condition for Cloud.

• We have not discovered, at an abstract level, any advantage or 
disadvantage to M&S employed in a cloud infrastructure, that would not
be true of any typical ITApplication or System employed in a cloud 
infrastructure.

• In support of Data Center Consolidation and Cloud Migration, many 
Services’ CIOs are embarking onApplication Rationalization efforts.

• Cloudy Crystal Ball (no pun intended!): It will be important, in near
future, to determine whether M&S is an IT function or an S&T function.



Potential Cost Savings in Pictures
leveraging SOA to achieve composable M&S has great potential to reduce overall M&S costs

savings by defining common simulation 
architecture infrastructure

savings by reducing the development of 
redundant models in simulations



“COMPUTER!” -
• Plot three routes from my current 

location (point A) to my new assembly
area/linkup (point B) where I will link up
with local friendly forces. I want four
routes, fastest, shortest, best 
concealment, and best coverage given
current threat intel.

• In the point B assembly area, plot
recommended location of my comms 
devices for the best coverage within the
assembly area.

• I have three sensors with me, two EO/IR 
and one thermal. Plot recommended
locations for these sensors to cover
expected avenues of approach into the
assembly area.

• I have two machine guns and six rifles, 
plot recommended locations and range
cards to provide the best 360 protection
for these weapons.

• I see a group of people on cell phones
moving to my location. Who are these 
people and what do you know about
the cell phones?

New Capability in Pictures



Recommendations (1 of 2)
Type of
Enabler Policy Action Investment Sponsor/RO

B
us

in
es

s

Establish
managerial
baseline.

Follow lead of the CIO community by applying application rationalization-
like methods to the DoD’s M&S portfolio to facilitate the introduction of
new solutions and retire old solutions and to provide the strategic
management data required for making sound decisions and investments.

DMSCO –
internal

Investigate
business model
implications.

A number of new constructs (e.g., measured service, composability, 
outsourcing computing infrastructure, etc.) have implications for new and 
powerful business models for M&S users, sponsors and industry
developers. Define the business model implications across all of the
M&S stakeholders, government, industry and academia.

$ over 1 year

C
ul

tu
ra

l

Lead by example. Move DMSCO enterprise capabilities to a cloud-based infrastructure. In
particular, moving assets like the M&S catalog to a public cloud
theoretically improves the accessibility and availability of the capability
(i.e., catalog) to other agencies and coalition partners.

DMSCO - inter

Take steps to
promote trust.

Develop primer expanding on the differences between requirements for
the successful operation of IT versus M&S in cloud-based
infrastructures. Use primer to inform Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA) and eventually broker the development of service-level
agreements between cloud providers (i.e., DISA’s Mil Cloud) and 
potential M&S customers.

$ in year SLA
in out yea

Te
ch

ni
ca

l&
 C

ul
tu

ra
l

Establish
experimental
framework, to
include cloud
resources.

Broker deals (see Appendix A) on behalf of the M&S community with
cloud providers (i.e., Mil Cloud, EC2, etc.) for free time and resources to
test cloud capabilities. Develop a campaign plan for series of 
experiments per the framework offered in Error! Reference source not
found. and barriers presented in Section 5.B. What questions need to
be addressed, in what order, and by whom? Offer these free resources
to M&S users in return for performance data and lessons learned in
accordance with the campaign plan.

DMSCO & DIS
$ for
cooperative
effort over 2
years

Educate Develop a primer for community on potential cyber vulnerabilities of M&S $250K over 1
community on in a cloud-based infrastructure (e.g., exploitation of bugs in the year potential
cyber implementation of M&S; degradation of services through processes
threats. related to self-configuring, self-optimizing, self-monitoring, and self-



Recommendations (2 of 2)
Te

ch
ni

ca
l &

 C
ul

tu
ra

l

resources. found. and barriers presented in Section 5.B. What questions need to
be addressed, in what order, and by whom? Offer these free resources
to M&S users in return for performance data and lessons learned in
accordance with the campaign plan.

Te
ch

ni
ca

l
Educate 
community on 
potential cyber 
threats.

Develop a primer for community on potential cyber vulnerabilities of M&S in a
cloud-based infrastructure (e.g., exploitation of bugs in the implementation of
M&S; degradation of services through processes related to self-configuring, self-
optimizing, self-monitoring, and self- healing; potential for denial of service due
to the interactions of very high numbers of users with very large databases;
reverse engineering the simulation study results through analysis of network
traffic; etc.). Include preventive measures in the form of best practices.

$ over 1 year

Advance state of Continue research in composability and SOA, but especially in the LOE TBD by th
M&S to best context of cloud processes including but not limited to self-configuration, Experimentatio
enable these cloud -optimization, and -healing mechanisms. Examine new mechanisms Campaign Plan
processes. required for efficient load-balancing across distributed exercise in a

cloud based infrastructure.
Advance research Examine research in federation creation and initiation; joining and LOE TBD by th
bridging current retiring federates to and from federations; migrating federates from one Experimentatio
methods with cloud to another; platform migration from one cloud to another; Campaign Plan
future computing management of entity ownership among federates in different clouds;
paradigms. registration and subscription for the entities simulated by federates; and

perception management.
Issue new VV&A Commission report drawing upon community knowledge to recommend $ over 2
guidelines to new VV&A methodologies and guidelines focused on regression-based years
support methods suitable for requirements of SOA-based implementations.
requirements for
SOA and
composability.
Establish new
architecture(s) for
cloud-based M&S.

Commission the competitive design, development, test and transition of
a framework for SOA and mobile M&S. DoD M&S efforts focused on
mobile computing should be tightly coupled with DISA’s and the Services’ 
approaches and infrastructure for cloud computing and mobility.  A concerted 
effort, as opposed to a series of small exploratory projects is necessary to 
establish a robust infrastructure that enables greater accessibility to models and 
simulations via cloud computing, SOA, and mobility.

DMSCO & DIS
for a cooperative
effort over 3
years but with 
net savings over 
time



Final Thoughts on Way Ahead

• Two biggest(?) mistakes DMSO made
in implementing the HLA:
– Interoperating at too high of a level (i.e., 

simulations instead of models)
–Forcing HLA on everybody in the DoD, even

when not required by a community’s use
case.
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